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INLAND SURFER’S “FLYBOY DIVISION” JAMES WALKER PRO MODEL

Tech Specs:4’6”x 20.5”x 1.25”   5  lbs. 

3 STAGErocker

progressive edge

Weight Range:  The weight range recommendation for 
this board is 100lbs. to 200+lbs. depending on wake size.

FLY BOY 

Inland Surfer’s FlyBoy division, ultra light composite construction.
James Walker Signature Pro Model.

Epoxy Infused Technology - our top secret way of fully soaking the fiber 
glass with epoxy to create the strongest bond.

Rear Kick - EVA traction with raised rear kick pad  for incredible foot hold.

Fin Options - number of fin options available.

Progressive Edge - The rail geometry and construction that holds the board close 
to the wake without creating unwanted drag.

3 STAGE  Rocker - This is a 3 stage rocker profile designed for competition level performance.
 Ideal for quick snappy turns and HUGE airs.

Ability Level:  The ability level recommendation for this 
board is Intermediate to Pro.

Twinzer

CARBON railCARBON rail

Carbon Rail - A layer of Carbon Fiber along the entire rail of the board for added strength 
and durability.

x1
    fin

ROCKET rocker

CARBON railCARBON rail

Kenyan PRO 

Tech Specs: 
4’ 2.75 - 20.5“- 5/8”   3 lbs.   
Weight Range:The weight range recommendation for 
this board is 70lbs. to 190+lbs. depending on wake size.
Note: All skim style boards come with 1 single 
4-Skim fin only.

2010 WakeSurfing  World Champion  Keenan FLEGEL Signature  Pro Model. Ultra light 
composite construction.

Epoxy Infused Technology - our top secret way of fully soaking the fiber 
glass with epoxy to create the strongest bond.

Progressive Edge - The rail geometry and construction that holds the board close 
to the wake without creating unwanted drag.

Rear Kick - EVA traction with raised rear kick pad  for incredible foot hold.

ROCKET Rocker - This profile has been designed to provide the absolute maximum 
down-the-line speed without sacrificing edge to edge performance.  

Carbon Rail - A layer of Carbon Fiber along the entire rail of the board for added strength 
and durability.

Ability Level:  The ability level recommendation for 
this board is  Intermediate to Pro.

Fin Options - number of fin options available.

Designed by Keenan Flegel, the World Waksurfing Champion, the new Keenan Signature Pro 
Model 4-Skim redefines skim-style boards.  Although sharing a similar profile with the 4Skim 
Ooze, this board features a full  composite construction to make it even lighter and carbon 
fiber rails for added strength and more pop. The Keenan 4Skim has stepped up its game just 
like the Champion it’s named after.  

Note: Twinzer fins included. 

The James “Flyboy” Walker signature is like no other board in the lineup.  We used our new
composite sandwich construction with healthy doses of carbon fiber and composite 
materials to achieve an ultra responsive, ultra light performer. This competition board
is a must have for serious riders whether you want to stand on the podium or just want 
to crush it behind your boat on your home lake.

4 - SKIM KEENAN FLEGEL PRO MODEL
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T2X

ABOUT

ABOUT

T2X - Two T Stingers to  strengthen the core of our wakesurfer and balance flex with rigidity.

More Information at: info@inlandsurfer.com - Sales: 425 747 6055 ext 1. 
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RED ROCKET QUAD FIN
 

epoxy infused

progressive edge

wood-loc

vortex channel

V

rear kick

ROCKET rocker

x4
    fin

DROP “V” tail

Tech Specs:
5’6”x 22”x 1.75”  9 lbs. 
Weight Range: The weight range recommendation for this board is 
100lbs. to 300+lbs. depending on wake size.

Vortex Channel - speeds up water and injects air near the tip of the board 
producing a faster board and avoids pearling ( nose diving ).

WoodLoc - our process that inserts laminated layers of wood into the board top and 
bottom platform, to increase strength, rigidity, stiffness and overall performance.

Progressive Edge - The rail geometry and construction that holds the board close 
to the wake without creating unwanted drag.

Epoxy Infused Technology - our top secret way of fully soaking the fiber 
glass with epoxy to create the strongest bond.

Rear Kick - EVA traction with raised rear kick pad  for incredible foot hold.

ROCKET Rocker - This profile has been designed to provide the absolute maximum 
down-the-line speed without sacrificing edge to edge performance.  

Drop “V”  tail - Concave tail feature provides maximum release of water tension from under the board. 

Ability Level:  The ability level recommendation for this 
board is Beginner to Advanced.

Fin Options - number of fin options available.

Just because you are a “big guy”  it doesn’t mean you shouldn’t have to ride a sluggish 
board.  Built from the Red Woody platform, the Red Rocket includes key design upgrades 
for improved performance.  We added a second pair of fin boxes to make it an A-Frame 
quad fin option and threw in the new Drop V tail just to make sure our big guy board 
can still rip the lip off the wake.  This is the most technologically advanced large board 
on the market.  Period.

Note: All surf style boards come with 1 pair of standard 
9cm surf fins only. 

BLUE LAKE V2 QUAD FIN   

 

x4
    fin

epoxy infused

progressive edge

wood-loc

vortex channel

V

rear kick

DROP “V” tail

ROCKET rocker

Tech Specs: 
5'3”-1.75”-21”    8 lbs.  
Weight Range: The weight range recommendation for 
this board is 100lbs. to 250+lbs. depending on wake size.

Vortex Channel - speeds up water and injects air near the tip of the board 
producing a faster board and avoids pearling ( nose diving ).

Progressive Edge - The rail geometry and construction that holds the board close 
to the wake without creating unwanted drag.

WoodLoc - our process that inserts laminated layers of wood into the board top and 
bottom platform, to increase strength, rigidity, stiffness and overall performance.

Epoxy Infused Technology - our top secret way of fully soaking the fiber 
glass with epoxy to create the strongest bond.

ROCKET Rocker - This profile has been designed to provide the absolute maximum 
down-the-line speed without sacrificing edge to edge performance.  

Rear Kick - EVA traction with raised rear kick pad  for incredible foot hold.

Ability Level:  The ability level recommendation for 
this board is Beginner to Advanced.

Fin Options - number of fin options available.

No other board delivers this level of performance for such a wide of range of 
weight and ability levels.   We took the classic Blue Lake and added the new Drop 
V Tail for improved acceleration, tracking and tail release.  The other guys may try to 
knock us off but there’s no other board made like or rides like the Inland Surfer’s
Blue Lake !   

Note: All surf style boards come with 1 pair of standard 
9cm surf fins only. 

OUR BEST ALL AROUND  SURF STYLE

ABOUT

ABOUT

Drop “V”  tail - Concave tail feature provides maximum release of water tension from under the board. 

More Information at: info@inlandsurfer.com - Sales: 425 747 6055 ext 1. 
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epoxy infused

progressive edge

wood-loc

vortex channel

V

rear kick

SWEET SPOT PRO QUAD FIN

ROCKET rocker

STEPtech

Weight Range:  The weight range recommendation for 
this board is 150lbs. to 225+lbs.  depending on wake size.

Tech Specs: 4’8”x 21”x 1.5”  7 lbs. 

x4

Epoxy Infused Technology - our top secret way of fully soaking the fiber 
glass with epoxy to create the strongest bond.

Vortex Channel - speeds up water and injects air near the tip of the board 
producing a faster board and avoids pearling ( nose diving ).

Progressive Edge - The rail geometry and construction that holds the board close 
to the wake without creating unwanted drag.

WoodLoc - our process that inserts laminated layers of wood into the board top and 
bottom platform, to increase strength, rigidity, stiffness and overall performance.

Rear Kick - EVA traction with raised rear kick pad  for incredible foot hold.

ROCKET Rocker - This profile has been designed to provide the absolute maximum 
down-the-line speed without sacrificing edge to edge performance.  

STEPtech    creates a release point at the tail of the board for the water as it 
flows through. This means more down the line speed and better release off the wake for 
bigger airs.

Ability Level:  The ability level recommendation for this 
board is Intermediate to Pro.

Fin Options - number of fin options available.

Note: All surf style boards come with 1 pair of standard 
9cm surf fins only. 

We took the ultra-high performance of the Sweet Spot and cranked it up a notch. With
  added STEPtech to create speed as well as release off the lip,

t he board received a new more aggressive outline and  8mm of nose rocker to increase 
the attack angle as you you edge up the wake

epoxy infused

progressive edge

wood-loc

vortex channel

V

rear kick

ROCKET rocker

SWALLOW V2 QUAD FIN

STEPtech

x4
    fin

Tech Specs:
5’3”x 20.5”x 1.75”    8 lbs. 
Weight Range: The weight range recommendation for this board is 
100lbs. to 250+lbs. depending on wake size.

Vortex Channel - speeds up water and injects air near the tip of the board 
producing a faster board and avoids pearling ( nose diving ).

Progressive Edge - The rail geometry and construction that holds the board close 
to the wake without creating unwanted drag.

WoodLoc - our process that inserts laminated layers of wood into the board top and 
bottom platform, to increase strength, rigidity, stiffness and overall performance.

Epoxy Infused Technology - our top secret way of fully soaking the fiber 
glass with epoxy to create the strongest bond.

ROCKET Rocker - This profile has been designed to provide the absolute maximum 
down-the-line speed without sacrificing edge to edge performance.  

Rear Kick - EVA traction with raised rear kick pad  for incredible foot hold.

STEPtech creates a release point at the tail of the board for the water as 
it flows through.  This means more down the line speed and better release off the wake 
for bigger airs.

Ability Level:  The ability level recommendation for 
this board is Intermediate to Pro.

Fin Options - number of fin options available.

We took the swallow and added our new Drop V Tail and STEPtech for even more speed. 
The Swallow is faster and more responsive than ever.  If your looking to take your surf style 
riding to a new level or a step up from the Blue Lake this board is for you.    

Note: All surf style boards come with 1 pair of standard 
9cm surf fins only. 

PERFORMANCE SURF STYLE

and we decressed the width buy 1”.  With 
theses changes our Sweet Spot Pro will take your riding beyond expectations. 

ABOUT

ABOUT
 the 

epoxy      infused

epoxy      infused

drop V
 T

ail
drop V

 T
ail

DROP “V” tail

Drop “V”  tail - Concave tail feature provides maximum release of water tension from under the board. 

More Information at: info@inlandsurfer.com - Sales: 425 747 6055 ext 1. 
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MUCUS DUAL FIN  

    fin

ROCKET rocker

Tech Specs:
 4’11”- 20.75”- 1.5”   8 lbs
Weight Range: The weight range recommendation for this board is 
100lbs. to 250+lbs. depending on wake size.
Note: All surf style boards come with 1 pair of standard 9cm surf fins only. 

Vortex Channel - speeds up water and injects air near the tip of the board 
producing a faster board and avoids pearling ( nose diving ).

WoodLoc - our process that inserts a laminated layer of wood into the top
platform, to increase strength, rigidity, stiffness and overall performance.

Progressive Edge - The tail geometry and construction that holds the board close 
to the wake without creating unwanted drag.

Rear Kick - EVA traction with raised rear kick pad  for incredible foot hold.

ROCKET Rocker - This profile has been designed to provide the absolute maximum 
down-the-line speed without sacrificing edge to edge performance.  

Fin Options - number of fin options available,  2 degree tow in.

Ability Level:  The ability level recommendation for this board is 
Beginner to Intermediate.

Surf style plus high value equals the Mucus.  The fiberglass Mucus will blow you away
implemented a two degree 

while allowing the board

PRICE POINT PERFORMANCE SURF STYLE

ABOUT

ROCKET rocker

4-SKIM “BLACK PEARL” TRI FIN
WoodLoc - our process that inserts laminated layers of wood into the board top and 
bottom platform, to increase strength, rigidity, stiffness and overall performance.

Progressive Edge - The rail geometry and construction that holds the board close 
to the wake without creating unwanted drag.

Rear Kick - EVA traction with raised rear kick pad  for incredible foot hold.

ROCKET Rocker - This profile has been designed to provide the absolute maximum 
down-the-line speed without sacrificing edge to edge performance.  

Epoxy Infused Technology - our top secret way of fully soaking the fiber 
glass with epoxy to create the strongest bond.

Ability Level:  The ability level recommendation for this board is:
Tri  fin - for that extra hold.
Dual fin - beginner to advanced.
Single fin - intermediate to pro.

This is our largest skim style board in the lineup. Bigger guys and beginners 
rave how easy it is to ride regardless of the wake size.  Set it up as a single, double
or tri fin configuration for the ultimate in personalized feel.   

Fin Options - number of fin options available.

    fin

Tech Specs:
4’ 7.5“- 20.5“
Weight Range: The weight range recommendation 
for this board is 70lbs. to 200lbs. depending on wake size.

ABOUT

PERFORMANCE SKIMS STYLE

More Information at: info@inlandsurfer.com - Sales: 425 747 6055 ext 1. 
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 with it’s down the line speed and edge to edge quickness.  We 
“toe-in” angle on the fin boxes for unbelievable maneuverability 
 to spin and break free on command.  Big guys  ( 200 + ) can ride this board as well as the 
beginers. The most bang for your buck on the Market.



ROCKET rocker

    fin

4-SKIM "CONTAGOUS" TRI FIN

Epoxy Infused Technology - our top secret way of fully soaking the fiber 
glass with epoxy to create the strongest bond.

WoodLoc - our process that inserts laminated layers of wood into the board top and 
bottom platform, to increase strength, rigidity, stiffness and overall performance.

Progressive Edge - The rail geometry and construction that holds the board close 
to the wake without creating unwanted drag.

Rear Kick - EVA traction with raised rear kick pad  for incredible foot hold.

ROCKET Rocker - This profile has been designed to provide the absolute maximum 
down-the-line speed without sacrificing edge to edge performance.  

This is our mid-sized skim style board that delivers snappy turns, great down the line 
speed, and a shape that can throw shuv-its all day long.  Ride this board with 3 fins 
while you are just learning, transition to two fins to loosen the tail up then move to 
1 fin and nail that 360 shuv-it.

Fin Options - number of fin options available.

Ability Level:  The ability level recommendation
for this board is: 

Dual fin - beginner to advanced.
Single fin - intermediate to pro.
Tech Specs:
4’ .5.75“- 20.5“
Weight Range: The weight range recommendation 
for this board is 70lbs. to 180lbs. depending on wake size.

Tri  fin - for that extra hold.

ABOUT

PERFORMANCE SKIMS STYLE

Is

ROCKET rocker

    fin

4-SKIM "OOZE" TRI FIN

Epoxy Infused Technology - our top secret way of fully soaking the fiber 
glass with epoxy to create the strongest bond.

WoodLoc - our process that inserts laminated layers of wood into the board top and 
bottom platform, to increase strength, rigidity, stiffness and overall performance.

Progressive Edge - The rail geometry and construction that holds the board close 
to the wake without creating unwanted drag.

Rear Kick - EVA traction with raised rear kick pad  for incredible foot hold.

ROCKET Rocker - This profile has been designed to provide the absolute maximum 
down-the-line speed without sacrificing edge to edge performance.  

This is our smallest sized skim style board that delivers snappy turns, great down the line 
speed, and a shape that can throw shuv-its and spins all day long.  Ride this board with 3 fins 
while you are just learning,  transition to two fins to loosen the tail up then move to 
1 fin and nail that 360 shuv-it.

Fin Options - number of fin options available.

Ability Level:  The ability level recommendation
for this board is: 

Dual Fin - beginner to advanced. Great for Kids.
Single fin - intermediate to pro.
Tech Specs:

Weight Range: The weight range recommendation 
for this board is 70lbs. to 180lbs. depending on wake size.

4’ 2” - 20.5“- 5/8”      

PERFORMANCE SKIMS STYLE

Tri  fin - for that extra hold.

ABOUT

More Information at: info@inlandsurfer.com - Sales: 425 747 6055 ext 1. 
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rear kick

wood-loc

ROCKET rocker

SQUIRT TRI FIN 

Tech Specs:
5’0”- 21.75”-5/8”   7  lbs.
Weight Range: The weight range recommendation for this board 
is 70lbs. to 250+lbs. depending on wake size.
Note: Squirt boards come with with 1 Pair of 6.0cm 4-Skim fins only.  

WoodLoc - our process that inserts laminated layers of wood into the board top and 
bottom platform, to increase strength, rigidity, stiffness and overall performance.

Compression Edge - Compression molded construction used to create a very durable 
board with added edge control for beginner and intermediate riders.

Rear Kick - EVA traction with raised rear kick pad  for incredible foot hold.

ROCKET Rocker - This profile has been designed to provide the absolute maximum 
down-the-line speed without sacrificing edge to edge performance.  

Ability Level:  The ability level recommendation for this board is
Beginner to Intermediate.

Fin Options - number of fin options available.

The Squirt is our compression molded board built for durability and speed.  Hailed as 
“the best bang for your buck”,  the Squirt delivers speed and maneuverability at an entry 
level price.  Whether you’re new to the sport of wake surfing or looking for a versatile 
board to add to the quiver, the Squirt fits the bill perfectly.    Big guys  ( 200 + ) can ride 
this board as well as the beginers. I f your on a budget this board is for you in a single
fin configeration to give a skim style feel or add fins to give it a surf style feel.

PRICE POINT PERFORMANCE SURF/SKIM

Nose Guard

BOARD REPAIR KIT
INLAND SURFER

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN AND PETS

                                           DIRECTIONS:
1.    Clean area to be repaired. Remove all contaminates such as oil, grease and dirt.
2.    For best results, roughen surface with sandpaper or file.
3.    Place equal portions [ one to one ratio ] of A and B in a clean mixing container 
       or cardboard square. [ add your color now [C ],  just a pinch ]
3.    Use mixing stix provided in package to blend epoxy and color together. 
       Thoroughly mix for 1 1/2 minutes.  Do Not vary the 1 to 1 ratio.
4.    Once mixed you have 5 minutes working time at 70 degrees to complete the 
       project.  Allow approximately 20 minutes before sanding.
5.    Once dried sand lightly with 320 grit sand paper to remove all roughness. Use
       the 2500 wet sand paper with a little water to polish.

CONTAINER [ A ]
CAUTION. IRRITANT. USE ENTIRE CONTENTS ON OPENING. MAY IRRITATE EYES AND 
SKIN. THIS CONTAINER IN NOT CHILD PROOF. Do not get on skin or clothing.
KEEP OUT OF THE REACH OF CHILDREN. Wash thoroughly after handling.
FIRST AID TREATMENT. Resin contains EPICHLOROHYDRIN BASED EPOXY RESIN.
If swallowed, call a poison control center or doctor immediately. Do not induce 
vomiting. If in eyes or skin, rinse with plenty of water for at least 15 minutes.

CONTAINER [ B ]
DANGER. CORROSIVE. USE ENTIRE CONTENTS ON OPENING. THIS CONTAINER IS 
NOT CHILD PROOF. DANGEROUS FUMES FORM WHEN MIXED WITH OTHER
PRODUCTS. Do not mix with other house hold chemicals. Do not swallow. Do not
get into eyes. Do not get on skin or clothing. Do not breath fumes. Handle with 
care. KEEP OUT OF THE REACH OF CHILDREN. 
FIRST AID TREATMENT. Hardener contains POLYALKAMINE RESIN. If swallowed, call a 
posin control center or doctor immediately. Do not induce vomiting. If in eyes or 
skin, rinse with plenty of water for at least 15 minutes. If inhaled remove to fresh air. 
If breathing is difficult and symptoms persists, get medical attention.

Inland Surfer Wakesurf Rope

Large Nylon Wakesurf Bag

Small Nylon Wakesurf Bag

Large Sock Wakesurf Cover

Small Sock Wakesurf Cover

Ding Kit

Inland Surfer - competition.... Mr. Plug
sku - 12030376 - MSRP $20.00
We offer Mr. Plug just incase you loose them
or forgot to tighten your screws down.
Sold in pairs. 

Inland Surfer’s Delta Fin is Jeff’s favorite fin for riding with 
the 4-skims. Our Delta fin allows the 4-Skim to keep it’s 
loose feel plus adds drive down the line.  It also works 
well for beginner riders making the board more stable 
until they figure it out.  
Sold as singles.

Height:  6cm
Base:  12.8cm
Size:  Large
 

Inland Surfer -  Delta 6.cm
Speed Line - 4-Skim Fin
sku - 12035082 - MSRP $35.00

Includes: 1 - 3.0cm Screw

Includes:  2 - 3.0cm Screws
Includes:  2 - 3.5cm Screws

Inland Surfer’s S-Series 1 is our standard skim style
fin that all our team riders use and compete on.  
The perfect balance between looseness and tracking.
Sold as a single. 

Height:  3cm
Base: 19cm
Size:  Small
 

Inland Surfer -  S1  3.cm - Black
4-Skim Fin Speed Line
sku - 12025484 - MSRP $30.00

Includes:  1 - 3.0cm Screw

The Inland Surfer Standard Fins are what we designed 
to be the standard  for our boards.  
Sold in pairs. 

Height:  9cm
Base:  9.5cm
Size:  Large

Inland Surfer - Standard 9.cm
Speed Line Fins
sku - 12055485 - MSRP $50.00

This is Team Rider Lance Connor's Signature Fin. The 11.cm 
of Carbon means power and drive.  It's wide base with lots 
of surface area makes this fin perfect for the heavier wakesurfer,  
the power wakesurfer,  or both. If your man enough to add this 
to your stick  kudo’s to you,  your a Big Boy!  
Sold in pairs. 

Height:  11.cm
Base:  11 cm
Size:  Extra Large

Inland Surfer - Big Boy 11.cm
Carbon Speed Line Fins
sku - 12035080 - MSRP $70.00

Includes:  2 - 3.0cm Screws
Includes:  2 - 3.5cm Screws

Includes:  2 - 3.0cm Screws
Includes:  2 - 3.5cm Screws

Inland Surfer’s  Burp 5.0 has a looser feel than the 5.5
yet still will hold you in the wave for tighter tracking,  
allowing the board to break loose for spins.  They can be 
mixed with any other fin in our lineup, giving you a ton 
of options. 
Sold in pairs.
  
Height:  5.0cm
Base:  8cm
Size:  Small

Inland Surfer - Burp 5.0
Speed Line  Fins
sku - 12044358 - MSRP $70.00

Includes:  2 - 3.0cm Screws
Includes:  2 - 3.5cm Screws

The Inland Surfer 3 degree fins combinds a 
3degree tow in and a 3degree cant to give any
surf style board added adjility.
Sold in pairs. 

Height:  9cm
Base:  9.5cm
Size:  Large

Inland Surfer - 3 Degree 9cm 
Speed Line Fins
sku - 12054523 - MSRP $70.00

Includes:  2 - 3.0cm Screws
Includes:  2 - 3.5cm Screws

ACCESSORIES

th

Dual fin - beginner to advanced surf style feel. 
Single fin - beginner to advance skim style feel.

Tri  fin - for that extra surf style feel.

ABOUT

Inland Surfer has done it again with our 6.7cm Carbon 
Stubby.  The Stubby allows the board tostill feel loose yet 
keep its drive down the line.  It to can be mixed with any 
other fins in our line up giving you all sorts of quad options. 
Sold in pairs. 
 

Height:  7.0cm
Base:  8.5cm
Size:  Med.
 

Inland Surfer - Stubby 7.cm
sku - 12035078 - MSRP $60.00

Includes:  2 - 3.0cm Screws
Includes:  2 - 3.5cm Screws

This is the large fins that comes on  James Walker Fly 
Boy  Pro. With a 5 degree tow in its the most demanding 
fin in our line up with unserpass power  and drive it will 
knock your socks off be prepared. 
Sold in pairs.
 

Height:  11.5cm
Base:  11 cm
Size:  Extra Extra Large

Inland Surfer - Monsters 11.5cm
sku - 12035080 - MSRP $70.00

Includes:  2 - 3.0cm Screws
Includes:  2 - 3.5cm Screws

Inland Surfer - Little Buddies 5.5cm
sku - 12035080 - MSRP $60.00

These are the small fins that comes on James Walker
Fly Boy  Pro.  With a 5 degree tow in.  You can add it to 
any of the other fins in our line up. 
Sold in pairs.
 
Height:  5.5cm
Base:  5.0 cm
Size:  Small

Includes:  2 - 3.0cm Screws
Includes:  2 - 3.5cm Screws

The Inland Surfer Tweeners Fins are what we designed 
to be the next step up from the standard.  
Sold in pairs. 

Height:  10cm
Base:  9.5cm
Size:  Large

Inland Surfer - Tweeners 10.cm
Speed Line Fins
sku - 12055485 - MSRP $50.00

Includes:  2 - 3.0cm Screws
Includes:  2 - 3.5cm Screws

Mens T-Shirt

More Information at: info@inlandsurfer.com - Sales: 425 747 6055 ext 1. 
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